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Exhibition view, Jaimes, curated by Marie de Gaulejac, Triangle-Astérides, centre d’art contemporain d’intérêt national, Marseille, 2022

Hana Miletić, Materials, 2022
Hand-woven and hand-knit textile (creamy pink cottolin, cyan peace silk, gold metal yarn, organic hemp, pale blue repurposed mercerised cotton, rose pink
organic organic cotton and variegated green organic cotton), 155 × 64 × 2 cm

Afterimage, MAXXI L’Aquila, L’Aquila, 2022-2023
curated by Bartolomeo Pietromarchi and Alessandro
A major international group show features 26 international artists from
different generations and includes newly commissioned pieces and sitespecific installations, historical works belonging to the MAXXI Collection
together with monographic rooms, with works spanning from the 1960s to
the present day. Afterimage is a meditation upon memory and metamorphosis and looks at the unpredictable forms – both material and metaphorical – in which what has vanished silently endures within spaces,
bodies, and meanings.
The title of the show refers to the optical illusion of the residual image,
which happens when a visual stimulus generates an impression on the
retina that remains even after the stimulus has disappeared, as happens,
for example, with the camera flash.

conceived as a visual poem that reflects on the coexistence of permanence and impermanence as a universal human condition rooted in our
existences and bodies, as well as in objects, images, and interpretations.
The viewers explore the 15 rooms of the museum and its passages, and to
establish intuitive and spontaneous associations between the works, the
architecture of Palazzo Ardinghelli, and the history of L’Aquila, a city that
daily testifies to the need to remember and the impetus to transformation and that continuously manifests how the principle of metamorphosis
contains that which has been and generates what will be.
Encom passing a wide variety of media, Afterimage includes contemporary
and historical experimentations in photography and film, spatial interventions, paintings, and sculptures, and explores the intersections of
fragmented iconographies, mutable materials, perceptual memories, and
morphing bodies.
The exhibition set-up refrains from the concept of “sections” in favor of
four narrative paths that cross the rooms, suggesting a formal and immaterial architecture within the physical architecture of the museum. These
constellations of meanings are Material and Memory, The Mutable Image,
The Body Disclosed, and Inner Architecture.

Hana Miletić, Materials, 2022
Hand-woven and hand-knit textile (blue and silver metal yarn, blue peace silk, pale blue peace silk, pale grey peace silk and variegated blue organic linen)
80 × 85 × 3 cm

Exhibition view, XX , LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2021

Art Basel Statements with LambdaLambdaLambda, Basel, 2021

Exhibition view, Patchy, Bergen Kunsthall, Bergen, 2021

Patchy, Bergen Kunsthall, Bergen, 2021
In Gallery V, we present a new exhibition by Brussels and Zagreb-based
artist Hana Miletić. The exhibition consists of a series of small handwoven textile works from her ongoing series ”Materials” (2015–), together
with a larger work with knitted elements that covers in an almost architectural way a large part of one of the exhibition space’s walls.
Hana Miletić has in recent years developed a distinct approach to textile
work in which her delicately crafted objects write a different, feminist
story of technology and progress stemming from the loom (the forerunner
of the computer). Miletić has a background in documentary photography,
and she is a keen observer of the social realities that often go unnoticed
in public space. While the shapes of her textile works, often described as
”patches,” might at first glance seem abstract, they are in fact based
on photographs of makeshift repairs that Miletić takes in urban spaces.
In this case, the works are based on found repairs of infrastructure,
vehicles (such as mirrors, headlights and windows) and architectural elements that were mended in creative, improvised ways.
The large weaving is in a similar way based on a photo-graph of a covered
window of the former Arena Fashion Knitwear factory in Pula, Croatia,
which Hana Miletić photographed in 2019. At the time, the factory building was abandoned and awaiting a new destination after a lengthy process of privatisation, bankruptcy and liquidati-on. As a major employer in
the city, the dismantling of the factory had dramatic consequences for its
predominantly female workers. Miletić included in her large textile work
fragments of collected garments from the former Arena brand as well as
newly knitted elements – knitting being a new technique for the artist in
which she was guided by the former workers. In the exhibition, the textile
work is positioned on the gallery wall at a place where it, just like in Pula,
“covers” two windows in the Kunsthall’s façade that are hidden from the
inside by the exhibition archite-cture. In preparation of the exhibition,
Miletić found similar developments as the disappearing textile indus ries
in former Yugoslavia also around Bergen, with large employers such as
the Salhus Tricotagefabrik and the factories in Ytre Arna closing down in
the 1980s.

The reproduction of repairs and the weaving of “patchy assemblages”
(Anna L. Tsing) are part of Miletić’s aware-ness for care and reproductive
work, which are still undervalued in contemporary societies. Increasingly
incorporating recycled fibres to produce her work, most materials that
Miletić used for the works are traditionally found in Norwegian crafts
(raw wool, flax and hemp), while others have been historically imported
(metals and plastics), pointing to the century-old networks of exchan-ge
in which textiles are embedded. With the merging of natural and artificial
materials the artist explores ideas surrounding capitalist production and
desire, complica-ting claims that nature is separate from culture, while
acknowledging the non-innocence in which she lives and works.
Miletić weaves to understand the complicated entangle-ments formed by
and between everything and everyone, and to counteract the economic
and social conditions at work today, such as acceleration, standardisation and transparency. Finally, weaving is for Miletić a way to reconnect
with the practice of handwork from her childhood in Yugoslavia that has
been passed down through generations of women in her kinship.
The exhibition is accompanied by a series of events, together with Elisabeth Haarr’s Festival Exhibition, that explore questions of care and histories of textiles. In addition, this booklet provides text excerpts chosen
by the artist for further reading.

Hana Miletić, born in 1982 in Zagreb (present-day Croatia), first came to
Belgium in 1990 and lives and works today in Brussels and Zagreb. Besides exhibitions, she facilitates collaborative workshops and organises
programmes of talks and screenings with individuals and groups that
share her concerns.

Exhibition view, Patterns of Thrift, The Approch, London, 2021

Installation view, EVA International, Ireland Biennial of Contemporary Art, Limerick, 2021
Felt workshops, 2018-2020, 11 variegated handmade wool felts on wooden stands, dimensions variable

EVA International, Ireland Biennial of Contemporary Art, Limerick, 2021
In former Yugoslavia, especially in the rural parts of the state, doing
handwork was a customary way to socialize between women. The simple act of weaving, knitting, sewing, embroidering, and repairing was a
symbol of togetherness, caring, supporting, and listening to each other,
building a shared future and strengthening the idea of commons, as well
as continuing the ancestral traditions. In the installation of Felt workshops, Hana Miletić revisits the tradition of handwork from her childhood
in Yugoslavia and all exchanges, as well as human-non-human relations.
In 2017, Miletić organised a women-only project with and for the members of Globe Aroma—the community arts centre for newcomers founded
in Brussels in 2001. Initially started as collective poetry reading workshops, the activity quickly changed when one of the participants, Salome
Grdzelischvili, taught everyone in the women-only group how to felt together.
Wool felt is one of the oldest manufactured textiles. It does not require
any instrument other than one’s hands. Hot water and soap are applied
to layers of wool, while tender massaging and pressing causes the fibers
to become permanently entangled into a single piece of fabric. The felting workshops represented a safe space for women in the centre, for all
ages and languages, with or without papers. The women did not just work
together to produce this work—to them; it is about the community and
all human exchanges that have arisen from it. There is a micro-political
dimension to this multiplicity of hands and voices, which the technique
of felting poetically echoes. The differently coloured parts of the felt are
still distinguishable, but up close, it can be seen how they have gently
entangled into another. During the workshops at Globe Aroma, the women
reflected on the manual processes and colours and discussed issues
such as race and territory.
After a full year of working together behind closed doors and creating
the installation txt, Is Not Written Plain, in 2018, the women’s group of
Globe Aroma and Miletić started sharing their process and instructing
the public how to felt together. These are hands-on workshops during

which public participants are guided through wet felting, a handicraft
technique that revalues gendered cultural practices. With travel bans
restricting some of Globe Aroma’s members to travel, for the facilitation
of the Felt workshops outside of Belgium, Miletić started to collaborate
with other, similar oriented groups, like Vereinigung für Frauenintegration, Amerlinghaus in Austria—an association for the counseling and
education for women by women, founded in Vienna in 1998 and located in
the community centre Amerlinghaus.
The eleven textile works that constitute this new installation Felt workshops are the result of a series of public workshops that the women’s
group from Globe Aroma, Hana Miletić, and Vereinigung für Frauenintegration, Amerlinghaus, have facilitated at Globe Aroma (Brussels, 2018);
Kunstenfestivaldesarts, WIELS (Brussels, 2018); Playground Festival, MMuseum (Leuven, 2019) and Amerlinghaus and Kunsthalle Wien (Vienna,
2020). The layered wooden racks that carry these felts refer to commonly used structures for carpet cleaning, distributed in the open public
spaces in Zagreb.
Workshop facilitators from the Women’s group from Globe Aroma (Brussels): Mimouna Amri, Nadia Baykova, Xerina Goxhaj, Salome Grdzelischvili,
Chantal Gyselinx, Bouchra Lamsyeh, Soumaya Mahroug, Shurouq Mussran, Françoise Nibagwire, Shilemeza Prins, Merel Selleslach, Marie-Ange
Sibi, Larisa Utesheva, Liselore Vandeput, Marie van der Poel, and Ifrah
Yusuf.
Workshop facilitators from Vereinigung für Frauenintegration (Vienna):
Karima Boutchich, Sonam Chodon Yulsanangpa, Amany Hamada, Duwita
C.T. Maizir, and Hanaa Rhaouat.
This work is dedicated to Salome Grdzelischvili, who taught the facilitators how to felt together.

Exhibition view, RIGA NOTEBOOK: Following the Lines of Wacław Szpakowski, Muzeum Sztuki, Łódź, 2020

Exhibition view, Ride into the Sun, 3rd Industrial Art Biennial, Istria, 2020

Ride into the Sun, 3rd Industrial Art Biennial, Istria, 2020
The Industrial Art Biennial (IAB) is an international exhibition of contemporary art conceived as an experimental laboratory which with its starting point passes from the industrial topography of Istria and Rijeka, and
reflects the phenomena which shaped the social and cultural landscape
of the region, concentrating on the specific context of the three cities: Labin, Pula and Rijeka, also including their nearest neighbourhoods:
Raša, Vodnjan and Opatija.
In thirty or so works of contemporary Croatian and international artists,
some of which have been created especially for this exhibition, the 3rd
Industrial Art Biennial, titled Ride into the Sun, questions the relationship between art and society, with focuses tied to the specifics of the
mentioned locations.
Including this new, context-specific, work by Hana Miletić in Raša, whose
project is curated by Branka Benčić.

Materials (Arena, Pula) is a large format textile work that is based on the
repair of a window in the building of the former Arena Fashion Knitwear
factory in Pula, Croatia, which Hana Miletić photographed during her
visit to the former factory in the summer of 2019. At the time, just like
today, the factory building was abandoned and awaiting a new destination after a lengthy process of privatisation, bankruptcy and finally, liquidation. The repair Miletić found had been applied onto a large window
overlooking the Pula waterfront - a coveted location in the city of Pula,
one of the top tourist destinations in Southeast Europe.
The window was covered by several black and one turquoise blue plastic bag, held together with several pieces of yellow tape. Miletić translated the simple industrial materials of the temporary repair into fabrics through the techniques of hand weaving - her usual technique and
method of working - and knitting - a completely new technique that the
artist learned for the purpose of realising this work. Miletić opted for
this combination, thus including knitting, after numerous conversations
with former workers of Arena Fashion Knitwear during which she learned

about working in the knitwear factory and the specific techniques used
there. In addition to hand-woven and hand-knitted textiles, the work also
contains elements of knitted clothes from the Arena brand - a famous
and respected clothing brand in former Yugoslavia - which were donated
to the artist by several women from Pula.
The significance of this work from Miletić’s ongoing series Materials
(2015-) lies in the details of its construction and the intricate connections that are formed between the material and metaphorical threads of
the work. For Miletić, weaving, and also knitting, is the work of both body
and mind which happens in an endless loop between head and hands.
Therefore the artist does not exhibit the photographic reproductions
on which her textile works are based, but instead chooses to evoke the
entangled processes of the making, thinking and feeling of textiles. By
doing so, furthermore, she tries to re-examine the increasingly ruthless
productive logic and accelerated rhythm of today’s society. Miletić treats
photography as a model rather, or a so-called “cartoon”, a term which
references the tradition of 17th and 18th century tapestry where hard
paper or cardboard was used to make copies of paintings that served as
blueprints for tapestries.
With this newly created textile work, Miletić continues her search for
producers from the almost completely lost textile industry of Yugoslavia.
Miletić was born at a time when this industry was prosperous. After the
break-up of Yugoslavia in the 1990s, about the same time when the artist
left her country of birth, many textile factories were privatised and dismantled, most often for the purpose of selling their real estate. Through
this work, the artist returns to a moment of personal and social disruption, while at the same time paying tribute to the legacy of Arena Fashion
Knitwear in Pula, and honouring its workers.

Cartoon for Materials (Arena, Pula), 2019-20

Arena Clothing

Materials (Arena, Pula), 2019-20
Hand-woven and hand-knit textile and repurposed knitwear (black mercerised cotton, black organic cottolin, black silk, black viscose, turquoise organic cottolin, turquoise silk, yellow mercerised cotton, yellow organic cottolin, repurposed black, dark yellow and grey knitting yarns), 200 x 400 x 5 cm

Details, Materials (Arena, Pula), 2019-20

Incompatibilities, The Approach, London, 2019

Incompatibilities introduces a new body of handwoven textile works by
Hana Miletić. Made with bags of discarded, incompatible yarn that the
artist bought from the only still existing yarn factory in her hometown
Zagreb, the works pay homage to the textile industry in Yugoslavia. Following the civil war and ethnic conflicts in the 1990s, this once booming
industry was dismantled and subsequently privatised. The salvaged yarns
which are used in the works are remains of the rolls produced in certain
colours and reserved exclusively for the export market and are only available at the local market as low quality, sample scraps or ‘incompatible’
colours. Bringing to the fore the discourses surrounding the politics of
colour and trade, Miletić’s works are defined by the contents of each
scraps yarn bag. The scale of the textile weavings is predetermined by
the contents of the bags and even the order of the colour combinations
follows the sequence in which the yarns are packed in.
Alongside this new series of works the artist also presents Materials. An
ongoing series of small to medium-scale, handwoven textiles, the works
were previously part of Miletić’s solo exhibition at WIELS in 2018 as
well as her participation in the Sharjah Biennial in 2017. Though at first
glance their design may seem abstract and arbitrary, the textiles are, in
fact, based on photographs that she takes with a small digital camera
in the streets of Brussels and Zagreb. They often relate to pictures of
damage/breakage in public spaces such as broken car parts (mirrors,
headlights, windshields, etc.) or elsewhere in buildings with shattered
doors and windows that were mended in creative, improvised ways by
their owners, mostly by means of tape. The colours and textures of each
fabric are based on the materials that were captured in the photograph.
Still mindful of the politics of fabrication, Miletić has used yarn that is
layered in terms of provenance and trade, for example using natural dyes
such as indigo, the ancient technique that can be traced back to the
colonial paths of the silk road. For Miletić, the act of weaving culminates
in an effect that is both material and metaphorical, using weaving as a
gesture of care and repair, and to reflect on issues of representation and
social reproduction.

Exhibition view, Incompatibilities, The Approach, London, 2019

Exhibition view, Retour au travail, LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, organized by LambdaLambdaLambda, Brussels 2019

Retour au travail, LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS,
organized by LambdaLambdaLambda, Brussels 2019
The central floor piece has the look and feel of a domestic carpet. Curiously, it carries a text—a three-letter combination that is repeated three
times. RAD RAD RAD, it says, followed each time by enough white space
to evoke a pause bet ween the words. At first sight the information ends
there, but the brain is always looking for patterns that create meaning.
The rhyth- mic recurrence of the letters suggests that it may be a mantra
or a code that unlocks a secret doorway or message when spoken out
loud. To “read” a textile also means engaging our sense of touch, in order to unravel how it was made. The tufts of wool, varying in length and
shade, are irregularly embedded in the carpet, marking the involvement
of more than one hand.The choice of handicraft and collaborative labour
ties the piece to a specific tradition; it represents a return to work before
the age of industrial reproduction.
About five years ago, Hana Miletić shifted the focus of her practice from
photography, performance and found poetry to weaving, thereby reconnecting with a craft from her childhood. She was born in the former Yugoslavia, during a period when its textile industry was strong and mostly
state-owned. After its breakup in the 1990s, about which time the artist
moved from Croatia to Belgium, many textile factories were dismantled
and privatized in order to sell their real estate. Miletić returned to this
moment of personal and social disruption and went looking for producers
still in operation. She came across Regeneracija (“Regeneration”), a pilecarpet factory founded in the 1950s in Zabok, near Zagreb—one of the
few that survived the war and its ruinous effects. Since the 1970s, the
factory has often invited artists to collaborate with their craftswomen/
men—a commitment they extended to Miletić in order to manufacture this
unique carpet.
More than a decorative object, the piece presents itself as a visual, softsurfaced poem. RAD means either “work” or “labour” in the artist’s native Croatian. It is the only legible part of the carpet’s backing material: a
white industrially produced canvas carrying the name of the contracting

company, TA-GRAD. Miletić spotted the branded tarpaulin while walking
in Zagreb, where it covered the façade of a building undergoing construction. Finding in it a receptive, readymade base, she brought the
protective fabric to the factory, where it was perforated with wool under
high pressure, all the while ensuring that a significant part of the logo
remained visible. This technique, known as hand-tufting, is commonly
used for producing domestic carpets. By appropriating this found urban
material, Miletić overturned its language, location and function, shifting
the emphasis from commerce to care; vertical to horizontal; and public
to private.
The wood-panelled rooms of the house are punctuated with a series of
smaller handwoven textiles. Titled Materials, they appear more autonomous, bining seemingly abstract forms with tactile textures. Miletić modelled them on her own snapshots of broken architectural elements or car
parts—mirrors, headlights and windows—creatively taped back together
by their owners. Her particular attention to these temporary, improvised
“quick fixes”, occurring in the margins of city life between Brussels and
Zagreb, is an expression of her interest in the wider conditions of damage
and neglect, and how we as individuals deal with them. By going beyond
mere representation, and actually reproducing these protective interventions through the laborious process of handweaving and her inventive,
pictorial use of materials, Miletić offers her own dedicated gestures of
repair and reimagination.
Caroline Dumalin

Exhibition views, Retour au travail, LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, organized by LambdaLambdaLambda, Brussels 2019

Exhibition view, Retour au travail, LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, organized by LambdaLambdaLambda, Brussels 2019

Regeneracija, 2019-ongoing
The work RAD was produced at Regeneracija, a pile carpet factory that
was founded by the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the 1950’s
in Zabok, in the countryside not far from Zagreb. It is one of the few
factories that was not sold and dismantled following the privatization
processes after the Yugoslav Wars in the 1990’s.
Miletić was invited by the factory to create a series of unique carpets
in collaboration with their craftswomen/men. The carpets produced by
Regeneracija are hand-tufted with wool that is locally sourced and dyed
in-house. Miletić brought found materials from public space to the factory, as industrially produced tarpaulins that companies use on their
construction sites to hide the façades and/or to create a space for advertising. Having remarked that these woven tarpaulins have the same
mesh as the typical light-grey, polyester backing used for tufting, she
realized that the former would be receptive for the technique of tufting.
Tufting machines use pneumatic force to press a U-shaped piece of yarn
through the backing fabric. The height of the pile is altered by cutting
the yarn shorter. For RAD (2019) the yarn was not trimmed in order to
show the different hands that have worked on the carpet. The initial lettering, i.e. branding, of the tarpaulin was partially covered to reveal, or
create a new word–RAD, meaning work or labour in the Croatian language, depending on the context in which it is used. The color of the
carpet corresponds to the color of the tarpaulin that remains at its base.

RAD, 2019
Hand-tufted carpet on industrially-woven tarpaulin (organic natural
wool and bleached natural wool), 177 x 265 x 2.5 cm

Materials, 2015–

Materials is an ongoing series of small to medium-scale handwoven textiles. Although their design may seem abstract and arbitrary, they, too,
are based on the photographs that Miletić takes with a small digital camera in the streets of cities as for example in Brussels, Prishtina and
Zagreb. In this case, they relate to pictures of broken car parts (mirrors,
headlights and windows) that were mended in creative, improvised ways
by their owners, mostly by means of tape.
The colours and textures of each fabric are based on the materials that
were captured in the photograph. However, she overcomes this dependency on reproduction by approaching the medium of weaving as a metaphorical act. Miletić sees weaving as a gesture of care and repair, as
a process that allows her to consciously deal with conditions of damage and neglect. She calls this practice “care work” or “reproductive
labour”, referring to the ideas of materialist feminism. This movement,
which emerged in the 1970s, denounced how domestic work – most often
assigned to female and migrant workers – is undervalued in patriarchal
and capitalist societies.

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (white spray-painted bright pink recycled polypropylene,
bright pink mercerised cotton, light pink organic cotton, beetroot hand-dyed
raw wool, recycled nylon), 26 x 17 x 1 cm

Cartoon for Materials, 2020, Digital photograph

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (1. apricot orange Merino wool, carrot and dahlia-coloured organic cotton, dahlia-coloured organic cottolin, dahliacoloured recycled nylon, orange silk, pale apricot orange cotton silk, pale orange recycled rubber, tangerine orange felted raw wool and
tangerine orange mercerised cotton; 2. black organic cottolin, recycled metal thread, silver metal yarn, silver-sprayed mohair and silk, white
gold mercerised cotton, and white mohair and silk; 3. apricot orange Merino wool, carrot and dahlia-coloured organic cotton, orange silk,
pale apricot orange cotton silk and yellow orange organic silk), approx. 160 x 70 x 2 cm, 3 parts

Cartoon for Materials, 2020

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (yellow hand-dyed organic felted raw wool, variegated beige
organic felted Merino wool, recycled nylon and white silk), 33 x 21.5 x 4 cm

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (indigo-coloured recycled polypropylene, indigo-coloured
organic cotton, indigo-coloured organic cottolin and white recycled polypropylene), 18.5 x 11 x 1.5 cm

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (apricot orange cotton and silk, orange mercerised cotton,
orange organic cotton, orange silk and pale orange Merino wool), 16 x 7 x 2.5 cm

Materials, 2020
Hand-woven textile (yellow organic cotton, yellow mercerised cotton, vanilla
silk, yellow hand-dyed organic felted raw wool, white hand-spun organic raw
wool), 47 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm

Materials, 2019-20
Hand-woven textile (charcoal hand-dyed polyester, black organic cotton, black
mercerised cotton, black raw wool, black raffia and vanilla organic silk noil),
14 x 10.5 x 1 cm

Incompatibles (Unitas), 2018–
Made with bags of discarded, incompatible yarn that the artist bought
from the only still existing yarn factory in her hometown Zagreb (Unitas),
the handwoven wall tapestry Incompatibles pays homage to the textile
industry in Yugoslavia.
Unitas is the first ever spinnery and yarn factory in the Yugoslav region,
founded almost 100 years ago in Zagreb. Exceptionally, today it is the
only producer and exporter of yarn in Croatia, after the Yugoslav Wars
in the 1990’s that were followed by privatization processes during which
the production of most textile factories was dismantled and the real estate of the factories was sold. One of the reasons why Unitas was able to
keep its production line running was because the factory was, and still is
producing a lot of yarn for the international market. This grew exponentially during the years and today Unitas exports more than 90% of total
production to different countries in Europe, Russia, South Korea and the
United States, among others.
As the majority of Unitas yarns are produced for export markets, the
range of their products found on the local market is quite small. The
yarns that are produced for export, in different colors and combinations
of cotton, wool, viscose and silk, are only made available on the local
market as imperfect leftovers. Miletic started buying bags of this leftover
yarn, called ‘incompatible color yarn’ by the company itself, and making
woven works with the content of the bags. The color combinations and
compositions of the woven works and tapestries that Miletic has made
are dictated by the yarn found in the bag. Their partly unbound forms
refer to the seemingly random situation in which separate elements were
put together as a result of social and financial processes.

Incompatibles (Unitas), 2019, and Detail
Hand-woven textile (variegated cotton, mercerized cotton, silk and viscose), 150 x 180 x 0.5 cm

Incompatibles (Unitas), 2020, and the bag of discarded, incompatible yarn
Hand-woven textile (variegated cotton, mercerised cotton, silk and viscose), 144 x 160 x 1 cm

Materiale, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2019
Hana Miletić’s exhibition Materiale features an automated work, automated works manipulated by hand, a hand-woven work using the experience of automation for its production, hand-dyed works, both handwoven and automated. Automated and manipulated.
Miletić’s works evoke different traditions and practices of tangibility and
care, spanning from handmade production to the delegated work of automation. The works are informed by images of reparations found in public
space, which are at the same time signs of scarcity and gestures of maintenance. The artist translates these signs and gestures into the medium
of handmade and automated weavings. Thereby she constructs considerate installations by interlacing seemingly unrelated threads: from urban
photography to textiles, to households and to overlooked aspects of automation. Vectors and care.
By creating links between different traditions of textile production, while
tracing certain social and economic processes, the artist references at
once her own experience as well as a more collective, regional memory. She observes signifiers of damage and attempts to repair them. The
translation of snapshots into objects becomes a meditation on materiality and vulnerability. Miletić’s tactile works depict these snapshots, or
rather excerpts. Multiplied and reproduced.
The texture of the yarns and the threads follows the order of the grid, but
also distorts and swells the latter. Some of the yarns have been dyed by
organic pigments using household leftovers: from more traditional ones
like beetroot or onions, to more contemporary ones like avocado. The
textile manufacturing tradition present in the artist’s family emerges in
an embodied way. Invisible hands vanish behind repeated patterns and
places, raveled with looms almost as if they were extensions to each
other. Covering and protecting.
Softwares, 2019, Jacquard-woven textile manipulated by hand (white polyester,
cream cotton, beige cotton, vanilla cottolin, gold wool-viscose and silk and silver
wool-viscose and silk), 400 x 140 x 0.5 cm

Notes by Romuald Demidenko, 25 Feb. 2019.
An interview version of this text will be published in Blok Magazine.

Exhibition view, Materiale, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2019
Softwares, 2018, Jacquard-woven textile (white polyester, white cotton, white cottolin, grey cashmere and black
cashmere), 200 x 140 x 0.5 cm

Softwares, 2018-ongoing

Softwares is also an ongoing series of textiles based on images of repairs that Hana Miletić documented in public space, but in this case the
textiles are produced on a computer-driven Jacquard loom. Both titles
place emphasis on the narratives of gendered, domestic work. Specifically, Softwares recall the female labour that contributed significantly
to the development of the Analytical Engine — the first computer — for
which the Jacquard loom, with similar binary traits, was a predecessor.
The working methods of the household loom served as a base for the creation of code, or the writing of software.
These works always refer to a single photograph of a makeshift repair
that is repeated in a grid structure mimicking the layout of a photographic contact sheet. Both digital photography and weaving share the grid
of zeros and ones as metadata. Miletić has in parts distorted the binary
and serial aesthetic of this grid by manipulating and tearing the fabric by
hand, making it less flat and more sculptural. Through the transformation
process from pixels into binds of yarn, the original image becomes less
readable and the focus shifts to the understanding of the fabric and the
process of weaving. By doing so, the artist again wants to redirect attention to material gestures of care and repair, while making the ecology and
the imperialist trajectory of the materials she works with, such as cotton
and silk, tactile.
Miletić produced a first automated work for her institutional solo exhibition in WIELS Contemporary Art Center in 2018, after which she developed new works in the same vein for the group exhibition Signal or Noise,
The Photographic II at the contemporary art museum S.M.A.K. in Ghent an
exhibition that dealt with photographic properties through other means
than the photographic image.

Softwares, 2018
Jacquard-woven textile manipulated by hand (white polyester, white cotton,
white cottolin, grey cashmere and black cashmere), 200 x 140 x 0.5 cm

Exhibition view, The Photographic II Signal or Noise, S.M.A.K., Ghent, 2018
Softwares, 2018, Jacquard-woven textile manipulated by hand (white polyester, white cottolin, cream cottolin, variegated beige cottolin, variegated off-white wool, ecru
viscose and silk, white chenille and taupe mercerized cotton), 650 x 150 cm

Softwares (Precarious Pavilion), 2018-ongoing

Softwares (Precarious Pavilion) is a space made of woven textile covered
with a grid-like design. The gray-and-white checkerboard pattern of the
grid references at once the Photoshop transparency grid and a weaving draft. Both of these grids render the production of images visible in
photography and weaving – the two media that Hana Miletić works with.
The textile is woven on an automated Jacquard loom - the precursor of
the first computer and an indispensable tool for software development. In
this case, in order to distort the binary and serial aesthetic of the grid,
Miletić produced a partly unbound, porous fabric. By reimagining the grid
she wants to shift our focus from visibility to tactility, and call for a “tactile sensibility”: A term by Bauhaus artist and educator Anni Albers, who
noted that a lopsided orientation toward vision presupposes too much
focus on the eye, or the centring of the I, whereas touch is about accessing relationships, thinking through our physical relationship to the
material and how, by extension, the material affects others.
This fabric was first used to construct a temporary, mobile pavilion for
the eponymous discourse in practice program Precarious Pavilion, The
New Local that investigated how to reimagine the public space of Brussels in 2018. For that occasion, Miletić had invited a singing group of
female newcomers to sound her pavilion. After this, the pavilion had a
next iteration in the group show Life to come, where it housed a moving
and singing performance devised by the artist and curator Asad Raza,
which was based on Shakers’ rituals. More recently, Miletić has used the
fabric as curtains to delineate a space of at the same time transparency
and opacity.

Detail, Softwares (Precarious Pavilion)

Exhibition view, Life to come, Metro Pictures, 2019

Exhibition view, Softwares, Sint Lukas Terrarium, Brussels, 2019
Softwares (Precarious Pavillion), 2019, curtains with Jacquard-woven, reprogrammed textile (white polyester and grey cotton), dimensions variable

Exhibition view, Mirror and Windows, Wilhelm Schürmann, Photographs, Stiftung zur Förderung Zeitgenössischer Kunst in Weidingen, Bibliothek Günther Förg,
Weidingen, 2021

Exhibition view, Softwares (Precarious Pavilion), MUDAM Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 2022

txt, Is Not Written Plain (draft III), with Globe Aroma, 2017, Audio installation with 12 handmade felts (120 x 300 cm) on metal backdrop stands

txt, Is Not Written Plain (draft III), 2017
Miletić’s ongoing collaboration with the women of the community centre
Globe Aroma is another example of a “soft activism” that she proposes.
Together they present the audio and textile installation txt, Is Not Written Plain (draft III). This comprises 12 handmade felts hung on metal
backdrop stands – generally used for studio photography – and speakers through which the poetry written and recited by the par- ticipants
resound.
Miletić initially organized text workshops in the centre, before participant Salome Grdzelischvili taught everyone how to felt together. Wool felt
is one of the oldest man-made textiles. It does not require any instrument
other than one’s hands. Hot water and soap is applied to layers of wool,
while tender massaging and pressing causes the fibres to become permanently entangled into a single piece of fabric. The poetic texts, which can
be read in the accompanying script, are free associations of words that
were inspired by the process of felting and the plasticity of language itself. They are written in French, Dutch and English with occasional words
in Afrikaans, Arabic, Russian and Italian, amongst others.
The felt workshops represented a meeting point and a safe space for
women in the centre, for all ages and languages, with or without papers.
Miletić did not just work together with the women of Globe Aroma to
produce this work – to her it is about the community and all its human
exchanges that have arisen from it. There is a micro-political dimension
to this multiplicity of hands and voices, which the technique of felting
poetically echoes. The differently coloured parts of the felt are still distinguishable, but up close it can be seen how they have gently bled into
another.

txt, Is Not Written Plain (draft II), with Globe Aroma, 2017
Audio installation with handmade felt (120 x 300 cm) on metal backdrop stands

Felt workshop with Globe Aroma, Globe Aroma, Brussels, 2018

Felt workshop with Globe Aroma, Globe Aroma, Brussels, 2018

